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Abstract. Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming commonplace in every aspect of
society at an accelerating rate. However, the rise of AI does not come without challenges.
The aim of this paper, therefore, is to raise awareness of some risks AI represents in the
context of mass atrocities. The list is non-exhaustive. It includes the exploitation of
sensitive data, the question of ethics, cybercrime and warfare, programmes and models
run by AI. The paper is written by the team of interns in the Budapest Centre and it
mainly targets young people to introduce them to the topic of mass atrocities in relation
to AI; however, we also welcome academics to utilize this work for their purposes.
The authors hope that the document will also contribute to the research planned by the
Budapest Centre within the Initiative “Multipolar Task Force.”1
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Over the past decade, digital transformations have significantly altered and re-invented
the social order around the world. New technologies have permeated all aspects of
society, ranging from communication and education to global governance. Within this
framework, artificial intelligence (AI) is finding an ever-larger role to play as one of the
fastest growing areas in sciences and technology. It is hard to foresee its implications, but
we must be ready for addressing its challenges in all fields. The technology has certainly
been a beneficial tool for many industries and governments. At the same time, it has the
potential to become a dangerous weapon which may instigate and exacerbate crimes of
mass atrocities.1
From the perspective of mass atrocities, this study identifies several key risks as
follows to the use of AI (the list is not exhaustive):
Manipulation of data
Given that AI is able to collect vast amounts of personal data, AI technologies may
collect and use sensitive data for manipulation of populations, for example in cases of
polls and elections. Big data collected through AI can be used for micro-targeting groups
of the population to maximize the effectiveness of campaigns. This was evident in the US
presidential election of 2016 in which citizens received different adverts depending on
their individual psychology, as well as were subject to fake news and social media ‘bots’
engineered, according to numerous public sources, by Russia. The use of AI for such
purposes allows for undermining the sovereignty of states and democracy systems, as
well as enables foreign actors to influence individuals to act against the interests of their
nations.2
Production of biased results
AI can create problems when they deliver biased results. This can happen, for example,
if a population is underrepresented in the data used to train the model. In turn, this may
exacerbate existing societal inequalities and polarization within society.3 This has been
documented in an analysis of the facial recognition systems in the United States where
200 facial recognition algorithms had worse performance in their ability to successfully
recognize and match faces of minorities. Most systems developed in the US had a “higher
rate of false positive matches for Asian and African American faces over Caucasian
faces, sometimes by a factor of 10 or even 100”. Put more simply, the facial recognition
systems were more likely to find a match even when there was not one. The false
positives have a strong impact on prosecuting alleged criminals and create a high risk for
these minorities of falsely being accused of and prosecuted for crimes in a country with
the highest incarceration rate in the world.4
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Polarization of populations by algorithms
There have been several instances where AI algorithms have proven prejudiced against
certain groups. For example, search engines, such as Google, and social media websites,
such as Facebook, have shown a racial bias against colored people when analyzing
images.5 A former Amazon recruitment engine presented a bias against women, rating
male candidates more highly.6 Such dynamics generate divide and may fuel prejudices
and hatred along identity lines within societies. Moreover, the misuse of the algorithms
may facilitate the marginalization of disadvantaged groups and create a conducive
environment to generate hatred and conflicts with extreme consequences.
Contribution to inequalities in societies
As AI technologies will be able to replace workers, particularly in low-skilled jobs this
may generate substantial unemployment among lower income citizens who, on the top of
that lack usually the opportunities for retraining.7 High income groups, on the other hand,
often hold professions that are less vulnerable to AI and have greater access to retraining
so they remain less affected by the innovation.8 That will likely lead to increasing income
inequalities that amplify social inequalities which represent fertile soil for tensions within
societies and could be misused for fueling hatred along identity lines.
Tool against “unwanted” groups
Systems of mass surveillance using AI, such as the IJOP enable governmental
authorities to use “mass DNA collection and facial recognition cameras” as well as
microphones in the street to keep groups of the population under control.9 Through
everyday use of phones, pulling data from geolocation, contacts, internet searches, and
other functions, the activities of specific, “unwanted” groups can be monitored. The IJOP
application can classify and report to the governmental authorities 36 “suspicious”
activities ranging from having contact with criminals to excessive use of electricity and
owning too many books. For example, the Chinese government has been using AI to
identify, track and follow the Uyghur population and the Muslim population in Xinjiang,
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West China, and with reference to the results, individuals belonging to these groups are
prosecuted and sent to so called “re-education” camps.10 The example illustrates that AI
can be misused and applied as a primary accomplice for transforming an intention against
an „unwanted” group into persecution, detention that may lead ultimately, even to mass
extermination.
New threats by hacking and programming
Gaining possession of AI technology can enable extreme individual actors or
organizations to manipulate military programs for example, through changing the initial
targets or objectives so that intentionally hurt civilians or even its own military personnel.
The Franchiser Foundation assesses AI as a new challenge for national security concepts
and points that hacking and collecting top-secret, sensitive data or manipulating AI
technologies and programs enable the users to target specific groups and/or minorities of
civilians.11
Security risks also depend on whether AI is programmed for harmful or beneficial
purposes. The response to the risk is relatively simple if a program is known clearly to be
destructive. In that case, its use can be controlled, limited or even prohibited. The risk
becomes serious, however, when AI is intended to be beneficial but the manner in which
it was programmed ends up being inadvertently destructive.11
Ethical question of responsibility and liability in military operations
When AI is used in military operations, the elimination of opponents is oftentimes no
longer solely a human decision, which, in turn, makes it challenging to determine the
responsible individual or party in the aftermath of such attacks. With incorporating AI
technologies into military technologies, the risk of dehumanizing death comes in the
forefront to an even larger extent. Given the lack of the ability to make critical and
empathic decisions in military operations when applying AI, the new technology could
cause the death of masses of innocent civilian lives and ultimately, act against the
military's objective. An example of that is the use of drone warfare in the US military
operations in Afghanistan or Iraq.12
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